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Foiled Plot by Alleged Islamic Terrorists to Kill
Queen Elizabeth. It was not a False Flag!

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky
Global Research, November 10, 2014
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 An alleged  plot to kill Her Majesty the Queen was uncovered barely 2 days before the
Remembrance Day celebrations.

Four suspected Islamic terrorists were arrested by police for having put together a carefully
designed plot to kill Queen Elizabeth II.

A scanty yet authoritative police report was made public in a timely fashion on Friday, two
days before the Remembrance Day celebrations.

The British media is rife with fabrications and innuendoes. The contents of the police reports
were distorted by the media. This carefully designed plot to stab Her Majesty with a knife hit
the headlines of  the weekend editions of London’s major tabloids, coinciding with the
Remembrance Day Event.

No substantive details  regarding the terror  plot  were released.  The stabbing of  Queen
Elizabeth was slated to take place at  the Royal Albert Hall on Saturday, according to the
Sun.

How was the alleged killer equipped with a knife going to break through the security and
police barriers and approach Her Majesty?  The British media did not take the trouble to
investigate the circumstances of this alleged plot against the Queen.

The terror plot had apparently been foiled by London’s police force. According to the London
Sun,  “An alleged plot to kill  the Queen of England was foiled by British police, it was
reported Friday. Four Islamic terror suspects had hatched a murderous plan to stab the 88-
year-old monarch”.
–

–
MI5 had provided relevant information. “The cops got wind of the alleged plot”  
–
While the plot  consisted in killing Queen Elizabeth with a knife,  police authorities also
confirmed  that  the  suspects  had  access  to  firearms.  No  evidence  of  “weapons  of  mass
destruction”  was   provided.  
–
According to the Daily Mail,  the four suspects had been under observation for several
months and were known to police investigators.  Yet they chose to undertake the arrests
ahead of the Sunday commemorations.
–
According  to  Scotland  Yard,  the  arrests  were  related   to  “Islamist  related  terrorism”.
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Confirmed by the police reports, the alleged terrorists were supporters of the Islamic State
(ISIL)  and had been called upon to extend the holy jihad to Western Europe.
.
 Lest we forget the Islamic State (ISIS) is a creation of US intelligence, supported and
financed out of Qatar and Saudi Arabia. Since the outset of the war in Syria in March 2011,
US-NATO and their allies have been supporting the terror brigades. 
–

–
The Sun was the first paper to report that the Queen was the target, “claiming four jihadists
hatched a plot to stab her to death at a ceremony marking Remembrance Day.”
–
Was the plot to kill the Queen fabricated by The Sun?  It was not contained in the police
reports. Was the Prime Minister’s office contacted by The Sun?  
.
Did the Cameron government give the “green light” to The Sun’s media spin? Was the
Queen advised?  
.
No quotations or statement by police authorities were mentioned to substantiate The Sun’s
claims.  The lies of MI5 and Scotland Yard were amplified by the British media. And once The
Sun had pointed to an alleged plot to kill the Queen, the other British tabloids did not want
to be left out;  with the exception of the BBC  they joined the bandwagon.
–

“The story of the alleged plot against her is growing despite no police mention
of her as an intended victim. In fact, the Daily Mail reported that she was a
target but in the same story wrote that “police would not discuss whether the
suspects had a specific target.”  (Digital Journal, November 9, 2014)

On Sunday November 9, the London tabloids went into overdrive. It was not only the Queen
who was the target, allegedly the lives of several members of the royal family including Kate
Middleton were threatened by the Islamists:

Four men have been arrested in Britain, as they planned a knife attack on the
United  Kindom’s  monarch.  The  police  have  admitted  that  four  men  were
preparing for terrorist acts. The men were targeting any members of the royal
family, in particular Queen Elizabeth II, with the thugs hoping to make a stand
on UK’s ‘Remembrance Sunday’. Luckily they were stopped, and the Queen,
and  Prince  William,  Prince  George,  Prince  Harry  and  Princess  Kate
Middleton are safe, and luckily, now the UK are likely to up their terror-threat
level,  too,  protecting their  beloved royal  family.  (emphasis  in  the original,
Mstarz. November 9, 2014)

The media presented the suspects as followers of the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant
(ISIL). According to an unnamed “source”, they were

“plotting to kill Queen Elizabeth II as an act of support for the Islamic militants
and to terrorize the nation. The threat remains imminent as some Europeans
are reportedly joining the terrorist groups and some British citizens are not an
exception.” (emphasis added, Crossmap.com, November 10, 214)
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“Coming for the British”

Everybody  in  Great  Britain  is  threatened:  first  they  come  for  the  Queen,  then  the  Royal
Family  and  then  they  “come  for  the  British”.

The objective of  Her  Majesty’s  government with the support  of  Britain’s  tabloids  is  to
demonize British Muslims and justify a Middle East military agenda. It  also purports to
creating  an  atmosphere  of  generalized  fear  and  intimidation  throughout  the  United
Kingdom.

And that Islamist threat, according to the British media, is not only real,  it is “evident”:

”  For  now the  British  have  stopped one  threat,  but  will  they  be  able  to
eliminate the evident threat as quickly as possible, with tons of others touted
as “coming for the British” in the near future?” (Ibid, emphasis added)

–
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